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ABSTRACT
Big data, especially all personal data, is accumulated by surveillance platforms
and acts as an all-time and all-out panopticon, argues Byung-Chul Han. He had
allegorically put it as “smartphone as Rosary” where we confess before an
invisible panopticon and also submit ourselves to such control and surveillance
on our own free will. Buyng-Chul Han argued that we use our freedom to lose it
in the name of being free to do so. The torture chambers are replaced by
acceptance of surveillance where one simultaneously confesses and agrees to
be watched over and regulated, which Byung-Chul Han termed as
psychopolitical programming that uses new gadgets like smartphones to turn
human subjects into willing manouverers and manipulators to enjoy the
freedom of being surveilled. “Lateral surveillance“ keeps track of each others’
lives by way of mutually engaged spying for our own willing good of
telepresence and in our postdigital life, as characterised by Maggi Savin-Baden
and Szymon Wróbel. The presentation decodes this idea of willing acceptance
of postdigital continuity and acceptance of surveillance as a way of life.
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